
on and Rhonda Barricklow’s expertise
in custom fabrication, bodywork,

painting, engineering, and attention to the
fine details are well-known and highly
respected among Bronco aficionados in
the Pacific Northwest. The Salem, Oregon
couple has spent decades rebuilding,
restoring, converting and customizing icon-
ic Broncos from classic First-Gen Bobtails
of the ‘60s to the full-size Fifth-Gens of the
‘90s. Jon’s daily driver is a full-custom ’95
with a very robust Cummins 4BT diesel,
while Rhonda enjoys spending time behind
the wheel of her strong-running, cus-
tomized ’67 three-door with a 351
Windsor transplant. 

However, neither of their beloved
Broncos come close to the amount of time
invested, money spent, pleasure derived,
or performance delivered by their latest
personal Bronco project: a 1974 half-cab
named, quite appropriately, Bad Pony. 

Bad Pony was built to show off. But with
very little external flash. From a distance it

just looks like a clean, orange bobtail like
many others you’d see at classic Bronco
event. But when you get real close and
start taking in the details, well, those initial
impressions quickly change.  

At Bad Pony’s heart is a custom-built,
twin-turbo’d Dart SHP 427 Ford Small
Block making a legit 640 horses at the rear
wheels. That’s just the tip of what lies
beneath this half-cab’s deceptively plain
exterior. So let’s start at the beginning and
come back to the engine later.

A STRONG FOUNDATION

Built to run the Barricklow’s favorite
haunts like the Oregon Dunes and Eastern
Oregon desert, Jon “heavily modified” a
factory frame to accommodate a custom
four-link suspension. 

A fabricator by trade (he owns JB
Custom Fabrication), he built the parallel
four-link up front using 12-inch remote-
reservoir ORI struts and four-inch Fox nitro-

gen bump-stops. The rear suspension cen-
ters around a double-triangulated four-link
design anchored by 14-inch ORIs that
match the fronts. 

The combo gives Bad Pony the soft ride
and long suspension travel to handle what-
ever action comes its way.

Steering is handled via a Wild Horses
steering box with hydraulic boost, which
makes it effortless to turn the
35x12.50R17LT Goodyear Wrangler MT/Rs
he’s mounted on Hutchinson double-bead-
lock, DOT-compliant aluminum wheels. 

Between the Goodyears and the suspen-
sion sit a pair of RuffStuff Specialties’ Ford
9-inch housings fitted with Dana 60 outers
and running 35-spline Dutchman USA
Chroma axles. The front assembly, which
has solid axle knuckles, utilizes a Strange
Engineering nodular-iron center section fit-
ted with a 4.86:1 Detroit Truetrac and
Teraflex locking hubs. 
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Jon & Rhonda
Barricklow’s twin-turbo,
640hp ‘74 Half-Cab Bronco
is deceptively fast and a
study in fine custom

craftsmanship

Jon and Rhonda Barricklow with their newest family member - Bad Pony. The build took the Oregon couple, who own
JB Custom Fabrication in Salem, nearly two years to complete starting with a bare frame and lots of ideas. 
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Nothing but the best. RuffStuff Specialties’ Ford 9-inch housings fitted with Dana 60 outers and running 35-spline Dutchman USA Chroma
axles sit at both ends. The front axle assembly, which has solid knuckles, utilizes a Strange Engineering nodular-iron center section fitted

with a 4.86:1 Detroit Truetrac and Teraflex locking hubs.

Traction comes via 35x12.50R17LT Goodyear Wrangler MT/Rs mount-
ed on Hutchinson double-bead-lock, DOT-compliant aluminum wheels.
Barricklow runs around 6psi in the soft sand, and uses the on-board,

frame-mounted ARB air system to air up after a day on the dunes. 
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A custom four-link anchored by ORI remote-reservoirs coil-overs
with 12 inches of travel handle Bad Pony’s takeoffs and landings.

Fox four-inch nitrogen bump-stops help cushion the latter. 
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The rear utilizes Ford 9” True Hi9 nodular
case fitted with one of the new Wavetrac
lockers, and matching Dutchman 35-spline
axles and eight-lug flanges like the front.
This pony never lacks for traction or
strength.

BULLETPROOF DRIVETRAIN

Because strength and reliability were the
key focal points in the Barricklow’s build,
Jon also went all out with a Stage 4
Gearstar Ford E4OD and 3,200rpm-stall bil-
let torque converter to transfer the 640 

horses and 650 lbs.-ft. of torque from the
427 small-block to the tires. 

The tranny is controlled by an HGM
Electronics’ Compushift and RADesigns’
customizable Winters shifter that has a
selectable bump-shift. Behind that is an 

Atlas II Pro 3.8:1 transfer case with, what
else, a JB Custom Fabrication twin-stick
cable shifter. The last link in the power
transfer from the turbo’d SB to terra-firma
is a pair of Tom Woods custom off-road
drive shafts fitted with 1350 CV joints. The
drivetrain is a bullet-proof setup. 

THE INTERIOR TOUCHES

Bad Pony’s interior is every bit as nice,
every bit as functional, everything else on
the half-cab. The deluxe high-back bucket
seats (from Tom’s Bronco Parts) have been 

customized, as has the Flaming River
steering column. The center console is
hand-built and fitted with matched custom
switches to control a bevy of Rigid LED
lights, a Lux Lighting programmable light-
ing system, ARB on-board air system, and
Fitech dual in-tank fuel pumps located in
the Wild Horses fuel tank.
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The rear Ford 9-inch holds a True Hi9 nodular case fitted with one of the new Wavetrac lockers. The rear suspension centers around a
double-triangulated four-link design anchored by 14-inch ORIs that match the fronts. The Dutchman axle flanges are Dana 60 eight-lug.

An Atlas II Pro 3.8:1 Tcase, fitted with JB’s twin-stick cable shifter, and
Tom Woods custom driveshafts with 14350 CVs handle the power transfer

to both ends. Jon Barricklow fabricated all of the crossmembers and
Bronco frame to accommodate the modifications.

A custom four-link anchored by ORI remote-reservoirs coil-overs with 12
inches of travel handle Bad Pony’s takeoffs and landings. Fox four-inch

nitrogen bump-stops help cushion the latter. 
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An Atlas II Pro 3.8:1 Tcase, fitted with JB’s twin-stick cable shifter, and
Tom Woods custom driveshafts with 14350 CVs handle the power transfer

to both ends. Jon Barricklow fabricated all of the crossmembers and
Bronco frame to accommodate the modifications.
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Shift duties are handled by an HGM Electronics’ Compushift for the Stage 4 Gearstar E40s linked to a RADesigns’ customizable Winters
shifter with selectable bump-shift. A JB Custom Fabrication twin-stick shifter takes care of the transfer case duties.

Instrumentation is all digital and arranged in an easy-to-read con-
figuration thanks to Speedhut’s offerings. Jon modified the Flaming
River steering column and fabricated the center console. Rhonda

made sure everything was sanded, and finished to perfection.
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Comfort and safety come from a JB Fabrication roll cage
(anchored at six points on the frame), Simpson belts,

& custom Toms Bronco Parts deluxe bucket seats. 
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Jon & Rhonda Barricklow’s ’74 half-cab was built to play in the sand. Powered by a 640hp twin-turbo’d 427
& custom underpinnings, it handles big dunes with ease.

Bad Pony’s steel body appears stock until you look closely at the fender lines, flares,
& cutouts for the side-exhaust. Even the BC Bronco’s soft-top has seen some modifications.  
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The dash is fitted with custom Speedhut gauges and instrument
clusters , and the sound system feeds a Wet Sounds 10-speaker
sound bar that can actually be heard above the deep, throaty tone
of the custom exhaust.

Driver and passenger safety haven’t been overlooked, either. The
half-cab is fitted with a chromolly custom-made roll cage that’s
bolted to the frame at six locations, and occupants are held
secure by five-point three-inch Simpson racing harnesses. 

BODY BY RHONDA

While Jon was spending hundreds of hours on the engineering,
fabrication and design end, Rhonda was spending an equal

amount of time shaping, cutting, grinding, sanding, priming and
painting Bad Pony’s modified Denis Carpenter steel replacement
body and the heavy-duty front fenders from Jeff’s Bronco
Graveyard.

Her expertise in body/paint and metal work shows when you
realize this Pony’s wheel openings have been enlarged and the
quarter panels flared out to better fit the beefier tires and wider
stance of the Bronco. She even customized the rear wheel open-
ings with new body lines to accommodate the 35” tires, but still
retain the “un-cut” classic appearance.

Bad Pony playing on the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area near Florence, Oregon. 

The decal on Bad Pony’s  raised hood scoop explains all to
those who know what “427W T/T” stands for. Yes, it’s special. 

Jon made maximum use of the half-cab’s short bed, slipping
in the spare tire on a slide-out carrier, remote transmission

cooler, race-style floor jack, the remote reservoirs for the ORI
shocks, and the fuel filler to the FiTech fuel cell. 
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Rhonda also spent literally weeks sand-
ing and smoothing all the welds from
frame to the Barricklow-built roll cage, and
making sure all seams, the dash and interi-
or panels were to her liking before laying
down multiple coats of Go Mango and
Satin Black with the requisite wet sanding
in between each coat. The paint job looks
like glass—and the custom bodywork
flawless. 

427 TURBO POWER

Jon wanted this Bad Pony to be a little
different from other 427 small-block
Bobtails running around in the Pacific
Northwest. So he turned his attention to
fueling with twin-turbos, which required a
lot of time designing and building the
plenum and plumbing to work within the
tight confines of the Bronco’s engine bay, 

and an air filter system to ensure playing in
the sand wouldn’t be an issue. 

He settled on using a pair of T-3
Precision Turbos handle boosting the air
pressure controlled by a Turbosmart dual-
range boost controller and TiAl Sport
wastegates/blow-off valves mounted on
the exhaust tubes feeding the turbos. 

The twin-turbo setup is a clean, efficient
system well-suited to the Barricklow’s
playgrounds. The 427 Windsor Dart SHP
iron block, its rotating assembly built by
renown racing engine builder Ray Hoover
of Springer Performance & Machine in
Eugene, Oregon, is a strong, reliable pow-
erplant. It’s fitted with Dart Pro 1 alu-
minum heads, APR studs and fasteners,
forged SCAT crank, Ross 8.9:1 jugs, and
Scat H-beam connecting rods. 

It’s kept cool by a Rod Davis dual-pass
aluminum radiator and Derale oil cooler,
while the fueling is done through a FiTech
Go EFI-8 1200hp fuel-injection system set
on an Edelbrock Performer RPM intake.

The high-revving small-block turbo’d 
Ford responds instantly to commands from
the driver’s right foot as we discovered
during the photo shoot on the Oregon
Dunes National Recreation area near
Florence, Oregon. This Bad Pony loves to
run free!  

So if you should be running the dunes or
deserts of the Pacific Northwest and spot
an orange half-cab Bronco in the area kick-
ing up its wheels, see if you can
catch up to it to take a clos-
er look. Believe me, if the
vanity plate says “BAD PNY,”
you’ll find it worth your time.

Under the hood is a stout, 640hp, twin-turbo 427 Windsor Dart SHP, to rotating assembly built by one of the most
well-known race engine builders in the Pacific Northwest—Ray Hoover at Springer Engine & Machine in Eugene, Oregon.

Then Jon Barricklow handled installing the turbos and all the necessary plumbing and setup.
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